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available version).Q: Is the C "stdio.h" header the
only way to get formatted output? I'm creating a
sample app for learning about C, I want to write a

short program that will display a "Hello" string,
using "printf" to print the text, in a plain black font,
in a box, with 2 spaces between the "Hello" string
and the "World". I have included the header file

"stdio.h" and set my #include to "stdio.h" also to
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avoid any other errors. #include int main() { printf("
Hello, world! "); return 0; } However when I build my

code and run the program I can't see any text on
the screen (and when I look at the output console it
says "(blank)") A: Have a look at the man page for

printf. It has a warning (in bold) for a command line
argument: FORMAT string A format string controls
how printf() interprets the value of the following

argument. You need to add a formatting string (as a
%s in your case), in addition to the argument to

write to stdout. You should also be using fputs() or
putc(), not printf(). A: By default, stdout is line-

buffered. That means any text written to it is stored
in an internal buffer, and written out when the

buffer is full or when a newline character is
encountered. This may cause the output to occur in

spurts as each fragment of text is written. The
default for several popular Unix variants is to have
each line written as it is. Some implementations of

printf or other programs may have an option to
automatically append newlines to the output, but

the way the core library works means that you need
to use that as a workaround in your own programs.
The problem here is that printf does not provide a
way to request a newline directly. It works around
this by calling fprintf or equivalent and asking the

target stream not to bother buffering the data
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